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Abstract
We propose a new triangulation of arbitrary refinement of grid

sizes of (O,1J x Rn for simplicial homotopy algorithms for comput-
ing solutions of nonlinear equations. On each level this triangual-
tion, called the Dz-triangualtion, subdivides Rn according to the Dl-
triangulation introduced earlier by the author. It is showed that the
Dz-triangulation is superior to the well-known Kz-triangulation and
the well-known Jz-triangulation when counting the number of sim-
plices between any two levels.
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1 Introduction
Simplicial homotopy algorithms for computing solutions of nonlinear equa-
tions, which were originally introduced by Eaves and Saigal in [8], are estab-
lished with triangulations of continuous refinement of grid sizes of (0, 1] x
R". Examples are Eaves and Saigal's If3-triangulation in [8], Todd's J3-
triangulation in [14], the author's D3-triangulation in [4], the triangulations
of van der Laan and Talman in (10], of Shamir in [12], of Kojima and Ya-
mamoto in [9], of Broadie and Eaves in [2], and of Doup and Talman in [6].
All these triangulations were derived from the well-known Kl-triangulation of
R" or from thc well-known J~-triangulation of R" except the D3-triangulation
which was derived írom the D~-triangulation of R". The latter triangulation
was proposed by the author in an earlier paper [3) and it is superior to the K~-
triangulation and the Jl-triangulation according to all measures of efficiency
of triangulations. The D3-triangulation subdivides (0, 1] x R" with a fixed
refinement factor of 2. In this paper, we construct a triangulation of con-
tinuous refinement of grid sizes of (0, 1] x R" by using the Dl-triangulation.
The factor of grid refinement of the new triangulation, which we call the
Dz-triangulation, can be any positive integer. In addition, in order to com-
pare with the Dz-triangulation we present also the K~-triangulation and the
JZ-triangulation. It is showed that the D2-triangulation is superior to the
If2-triangulation and the J2-triangulation when counting the number of sim-
plices.

In Section 2, the Dz-triangulation is constructed. Its algebraic defini-
tion is given in Section 3. Its pivot rules are described in Section 4. The
corr~parison of these triangulations is presented in Section 5.

2 The Construction of the D2-Triangulation

Let n be a positive integer and let N-{ 1, 2, ..., n}. Let Q denote the set
of vectors in R" whose components are all integers and let w E Q be given.
Then lo(w) and I~(w) denote the sets

Io(w) -{i E N ~ w; is odd} and I~(w) -{j E N ~ w~ is even} .
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Fw~thc~rmorc, A(w) dc~notcs the set

A(w) -~x E R" I w; - 1 C x; c w; -F 1 for i E I,(w) and 1
x; - w; for i E 1~(w) 1

and B(w) denotes the set

B(w)-jxER"~ x'-w;foriElo(w)and 1
l w;-1Cx;Gw;tlfortEl~(w) 1

Let k be a nonnegative integer. Then Dk(w) denotes the set

Dk(w) - convexhull {({2-k} x A(w)) U({2-~kt'~} x B(w))} .

Lemma 2.1(see (4] or [9]). We have

Dk(w) - S d E[2-lkti~ 2-k] x R., I ~ dt - w; ~G 2kti~ i 1 for á E lo(w) l.l ~d;-w;~G2-2 daforiEl~(w) J

Lemma 2.2(see [4] or [9]). UwEQDk(w) -[2-(kt'),2-k] x R".

Lemma 2.3(see [4] or [9]). For w', w~ E Q, Dk(w~)nDk(w~) is either empty
or a common face of both Dk(w') and Dk(w~), and when Dk(w') n Dk(w~)
is not empty,

Dk(w') n Dk(w~) - convexhull {({2-k} x (A(w') n A(w~)))

U ({2'~kt~l} x (B(wl) n B(w~)))} .

For convenience, we first give the definitions of the D~-triangulation, of
the Iíl-triangulation, and of the J~-triangulation. For more details, see (3)
and (11].

Let e' be the i-th unit vector in R" for i- 1, 2, ..., n.
Let either

D-{x E R" ~ all components of x are odd}
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or
D-{x E R" ~ all components of x are even} .

Let x denote a permutation of the elements of N and let s denote a sign
vector. Let p denote an integer such that 0 C p G n- 1.

The Definition of the Dl-Triangulation:
Take y E D, and let a, s, and p be taken as above.

If p- 0, let yo - y, and

y' - y f sx(i)e'(i),J - 1,2,...,n.

Ifp~ l,letyo-y-}-s,and

y' -Y'-~ - s.(i)e~(~),7 - 1,2,...,p- 1,
y' - y f s,.li)e`(i),J - RP f 1,... , n.

Let Dl denote the collection of all simplices Dl(y, x, s, p) that are the convex
hull of ya, y', .. ., y", as obtained from the above definition. Then D~ is a
triangulation of R".

Let
K-{x E R" ~ all components of x are integers} .

Let a denote a permutation of the elements of N.

The Definition of the K~-Triangulation:
Take y E K, and let a be taken as above.

Let yo - y, and
yi - yi-i ~ ex(i),7 - 1, 2, . .., n.

Let Kl denote the collection of all simplices Kl(y, ~r) that are the convex
hull of yo, y', ..., y", as obtained from the above definition. Then K~ is a
triangulation of R".

Let either

J-{x E R" ~ all components of x are odd}

or
J-{x E R" ~ all components of x are even} .
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Let n denote a permutation of the elements of N and let s denote a sign
vector.

The Definition of the J~-Triangulation:
Take y E J, and let x and s be taken as above.

Let yo - y, and

y' - y'-1 -~ sx(i)e'(i),7 - 1, 2, . .., n.

Let J~ denote the collection of all simplices J~ (y, a, s) that are the convex
hull of yo, y~, ... , y", as obtained from the above definition. Then Jl is a
triangulation of R".

Take G to be one of these triangulations of R". Let G denote the set of
all faces of all simplices in G. Take ~o E(0,1] and J~; E {l~j ~ j - 1,2,...}
for á - 0,1, . ... Choose ~~ such that a~~l - a~Q~, for j - 0, 1, .. ..

Let

akG ~ akA(w) - {o C akA(w) ~ v E akG and dám(o) - dim(A(w))}

and

akt1G ~ akB(w) - {o C okB(w) ~ v E ak}iG and dám(a) - dim(B(w))} .

For the D~-triangulation, the Kl-triangulation, and the Ji-triangulation, it is
obvious that akG ~ nkA(w) is a triangulationof akA(w) and ak~~G ~ ~kB(w)
is a triangulation of akB(w).

Let a denote the number oí elements in the set la(w) and 6 the number
of elements in the set I~(w). Take

oq - convexhull {yá, yá, ..., yá } E okG ~ akA(w)

and
oB - convexhul!{yá, yé, ..-, yá} E oktiG ( akB(w).

Let
o- convexhull {({2-k} X aq) U({2-(k}1)} X aB)} .

It can easily be obtained that o is a simplex and that

a- convexhul!{(2-k yÁ)T 12-k ylA)T (2-k yÁ)T

(2-(kt~),yé)T,(2-(kti)l,yá)T, ..,(2-(kti),yé)T}-
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Let T(k, k~ 1) denote the collection of all such simplices a. Clearly, we
have that for o', 02 E T(k, k f 1), o' fl o~ is either empty or a common face
of both o' and a~. Moreover,

UoET(k.ktl)0 - ~2-(ktl) 7-k]
X iin.

Hence T(k, k f 1) is a triangulation of (2-(kt'), 2-k] x R".

Theorem 2.4. U~oT(j, j-f 1) is a triangulation of (0, 1] x fi`.

Proof. From the choice of ct~ and Q~ for j- 0, 1, .. . , we have this conclusion.

We call the triangulation constructed in Theorem 2.4 the Ga-triangula-
tion. In this way we obtain the KZ-triangulation, the JZ-triangulation, and
the DZ-triangulation of (0,1] x R". In case of the D~-triangulation, each level

k k2- for k- 0, 1, ..., the set 2- x R" is triangulated according to the Dl-
triangulation. Similarly for t e 2-triangulation and the Jz-triangulation.

3 The Description of the D2-Triangulation
Let No - {0,1, ... , n}. Let u' be the i-th unit vector in R"}' for i-

Take a permutation a- (a(0), a(1), ..., a(n)) of the elements of No. Let q
denote an integer such that ~r(q) - 0. Take a vector y in (0, 1] x R" such that
for some nonnegative integer k, yo - 2'(kt') and yx(;)~akt~ is an integer for
i- 0, ..., q- 1 and yx(;)~ctk is an integer for i- q-} 1, ..., n. Define

~yx(;)~ak~ f 1 if ~y„(;)~ak~ is odd,
w~(`) - ly„(;)~ak} otherwise,

for i- O, l, ..., q- 1, and

r y„(;)~~k f 1 if y„(;)~ak is even,
~~(') - Sl y„(;)~ak otherwise,

fori-qfl,...,n.



Definition 3.1.
Take y and ~r as given above. Then y-', yo,. .., y" are defined as follows.

y-~ - ~~-o yx(i)ux(i) ~ ak ~~-oti wx(i)ux(i)
y' - y`-~ t nktiux('),i - O,l,...,q - 1,
y' - ok ~i-o wx(i)ux(i) ~~i-vti yx(i)T'x(i) t 2youo

y' - y'-' f aku"('), i- 9 t 1, ..., n.

Let y-' , yo, ..., y" be obtained in the above manner. Then it is obvious
that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is a simplex. Let
us denote this simplex by KZ(y, a). Then the Kz-triangulation is the set of
all such simplices If2(y, a). Following the conclusions in the previous section,
we have that this triangulation is a simplicial subdivision of (0,1] x R" such
that its factor of refinement can be chosen arbitrarily.

Take a permutation a-(a(0),n(1),...,a(n)) of the elements of No. Let q
denote an integer such that ~r(q) - 0. Take a vector y in (0,1] x R" such that
for some nonnegative integer k, yo - 2-(kt') and either yx(;)~~k is even for
i- q f 1, ..., n and yx(;)~ak~r is even for i- 0, . .., q- 1 or yx(;)~ak is odd
for i- q-}. 1, ..., n and if 1~Qk is even, yx(;)~akt~ is even for i- 0, ..., q- 1
and if 1~Qk is odd, yx(;)~aktl is odd for i- 0, . .., q- 1. Take s to be a sign
vector. If yx(i)~ak is odd for j- q-{- 1, ..., n, define

if ~yx(;)~~kJ is odd and
either yx(i)~ok 7E ~yx(i)~~kJ
or both ~yx(;)~akf - yx(;)~ak and sx(;) - 1,
if ~yx(;)~nkJ is even,
otherwise,

for i- 0, 1, ..., q - 1 and if yx(i)~ak is even for j - q f 1, ..., n, define

Lyx(i)~~kJ
Lyx(i)~~k~ - 1

if ~yx(;)~akJ is even and
either yx(:)~~k ~ ~yx(i)~~kJ
or both Lyx(;)~akJ - yx(;)~ok and sx(;) - 1,
if ~yx(;)~akJ is odd,
otherwise,

fori - O,l,...,q - 1.
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Definition 3.2.
Take y, ~r and s as given above. Then y-', yo, ..., y" are defined as follows.

y-' - y,
y~ - y~-~ f aktis„(;)u'('), i- 0, 1, ..., q- 1,
yQ - at ~~-á t~.(i)u"(i) ~

~i-vti (y.li) - crksxl~) )u~(i) ~. 2youo.
y~ - y~- ~-1~ nks„(;)u'l'), i- q f l, ..., n.

Let y-', yo, . .., y" be obtained in the above manner. Then it is obvious
that they are affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is a simplex.
Let us denote, this simplex by Jz(y, n, s). Then the Jz-triangulation is the
set of all such simplices Jz(y, ~r, s). Then following the conclusions in the
previous section, we have that this triangulation is a simplicial subdivision
of (0, I] x R" such that its factor of refinement can be chosen arbitrarily.

Take a permutation ~r -(~r(0), a(1), ...,~t(n)) of the elements of No. Let q
denote an integer such that n(q) - 0. Take a vector y in (0, 1] x R" such that
for some nonnegative integer k, yo - 2'(kt') and either y„l;)~ak is even for
i- q f 1, ..., n and y„(;)~ak~~ is even for i- 0, . .., q- 1 ot y„(;)~ak is odd
for i- q{ 1, ..., n and if 1~~3k is even, yx(;)~akt~ is even for i- 0, . .., q- 1
and if l~pk is odd, yx(;)~aktl is odd for i- 0, ..., q- 1. Take s to be a sign
vector. If y„(;)~ak is odd for j- q f 1, ..., n, define

lyxcalakJ f 1

lyx(~,~akJ
lyx,;,lakJ -1

if ly„(;)~akJ is odd and
either y„(~)~ak iE ~y„(;)~akJ
or both ~y„(;)~akJ - yxl;)~ak and s„(;) - 1,

if ~y„l;)~akJ is even,
otherwise,

for i- 0,1, . .. , q- 1 and if y„(;)~ak is even for j - q t 1, ..., n, define

~yx(;)~akJ t 1 if `y„(;)~akJ is even and
either yx(;)~ak ~ lyx()~akJ

wxl;) - or both l yx(;)~akJ - y„(;)~ak and sx(;) - 1,
~yx(i)~akJ if ~y„(;)~akJ is odd,
ly„(;)~akJ - 1 otherwise,

for i - O,l,...,q - 1.
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Let p~ and pz denote two integers such that -I C pl c q- 2 and 0 c
pzcn-q-1. -

Definition 3.3. Take y, a, s, p~ and pj as given above. Then y-', yo, ...,
y" are defined as follows.

When p~ --1, let y'' - y,

y` - y t aktis„(;)u'('), i- 0, 1, ... , q- 1,

and when p~ ? 0, let

y-1 - y f akti ~i-o sx(i) u'(i)

y' - y`-1 - aktisx(;)u~`'), i- 0, 1, . .., Pi - 1,

and if p~ G q- 2, let

y` - y f aktis,.(r)u'('),: - Pi, ..., q- 1,

and if p~ - q- 2, let

y9-1 - yq-3 - aktisx(a-2)u~(v-2)

~f9-1 - 1Jq-3 - a'k}18x(9-1)iLx(9-~)'

When pZ - O,let

yQ - ak ~i-o wx(i)T'x(i) ~~~-yti~yx(i) - aksx(i)~u~(i) ~ 2youo,
y' - y' f aksx(.)ux('), 2 - 9 t 1, . .., n,

and when pz 1 1, let

y9 - ak ~~-óTUx(i)ux(i) ~ ~i-vti y.(i)n~(i) ~ 2youo

y' - y'-~ - aksx(;)nx(`), i- 9-f- 1, ..., q f pZ - 1,

andifp2Cn-q-l,let

y~ - ak ~i-aw~(i)nx(i) ~ ~~-afi~yx(i) - aksx(i))u"(i) .{. 2youo,
y` - y~ f aksx(~)u'('), t- 9 f Ps, ..., n,

and if pz - n - q- 1, let

yn-~ - y~-~ - aksx(n-ijux("-~),
yn - yn-~ - aksx(n)u'(n).
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Let y-', yo, ..., y" be obtained in the above manner. Then it is obvious
that they are af6nely independent. Thus their convex hull is a simplex. Let us
denote this simplex by Dz(y, A, s,p~, pz). Then the D2-triangulation is the set
of all such simplices D2(y, x, s, p~, pz). Then following the conclusions in the
previous section, we have that this triangulation is a simplicial subdivision
of (0,1] x R" such that its factor of refinement can be chosen arbitrarily.

4 The Pivot Rules of the DZ-1i'iangualtion

Let J: R" ~ R" be a continuous function. Suppose that we want to compute
a zero point of j, i.e., a vector x' E R" such that f(x') - 0. Let v be an
arbitrary point in R". Then the function g:(0, 1] x R" ~ R" is defined by
g(t, x) - f(x) if 0 G t C 1 and g(t, x) - x- v if t- 1. Let (0,1] x R" be
triangulated according to one of the G~-triangulations defined before. Next,
let H be the piecewise linear approximation of g with respect to one of the
G2-triangulations. More precisely, let x-~--~ a;y' be a vector in some
simplex of one of the Gz-triangulations with vertices y-', yo, ..., y", where
a; ~ 0 for all i and ~"- ~ a; - 1. Then H(x) is defined by

H(x) - ~ ai9Íy~)-
~--i

Clearly H(l,v) - 0 and H(l,w) ~ 0 for w~ v. Now the simplicial ho-
motopy algorithm follows the piecewise linear path, P, of zero points of H
originating at (1, v). The path P is linear on each simplex a of one of the
G2-triangulations it passes. Such a linear piece can be generated by making
a linear programming ( l.p.) pivoting step in the system of linear equations

n

~ a;(9(y~),l)T - (0,1)T.
i--1

When implementing a(l.p.) pivoting step, some a; becomes zer0, then the
ve~rtex y' of o must be replaced by a new vertex of a simplex, say ó, of une
of the G~-triangulations, adjacent to a and sharing with it the facet opposite
to y'.



Table 1: The Pivot Rules of the Ks-Trianeulation
i q y x y k
-1 0 y r 1,. .,x n,x(0 n k- 1

q~ 1 Y. o- trk(w o t 1) Y-( Y,.(o - orkw o)u' (x(1), ... , x(n)~ x(~)) 9- 1 k
Y:(o) ~ ak(w.(o) t 1) Y -~ orktiu (x(1), -... x(9 - 1), x(0)~ q k

x(q)~ . ... x(n
o C i Y (x(U), ... , x(i t 1), q k
G y- 1 x i, ., x(n
q- 1 q~ 1 Y,.(v-~) - a4(w.(v-i) - 1) y (x(0), ... , x(4)~ q- 1 k

x q- 1, ., x n
Y,.(v-~) ~ ak(w,.(v-i) - 1) Y- akttu` v- (x(4 - 1), x(0), ... ~ x(9 - 2), 4 k

x q , . , x n
9 4 G n Y~(vti) - ak(w.(vti) t 1) y (x(0), ... ~ x(9 t 1), q f 1 k

x q , . , x n

Yx(ati) ~ trk( wx(9f1) ~ 1) y~ OkY~ 9~F1 (x(0), ... ~ x(q)~ q k

x(qf2,...,x n ,x(q~l)
q G t Y Íx(~), ... , x(i t 1), q k
G n x i),. .,x n
n qGn Y,,,, -ak(w,,,, -]) y xn,x(0),...,x(n-1)) qt] k

Y.(~) ~ ak(w,.(~) - 1) y - akux ~ (x(~), .-- ~ x(9)~ x(n)~ 9 k
x(qtl ,. .,x n-1

n Y xn),x(U),...,x(n-1)) o k~l



Table 2: The Pivot Rules of the Jz-Triangulation

i q y 3 ir q k
-1 0 y-aka a (x 1),...,x(n),x(0)) n k-1

q~ 1 y t~aktia. o u~ ~- 2a„ o
u,r a x q ~

0 G i y e (x(0),...,x(i-~ 1). q k

G 9 x(~), . - . , x(n))
-1
q- 1 q~ 1 yx(v-1) - ak(w.(v-~) Y J- Z!r(9-~) (x(0), .. ., x(9 -~), y- 1 k

-~,. -i ) u ~(v-1) x 9), ... , x(n), x~4 - 1))
31,r(v-1) ~ trk(w.(v-~) y ~- 2s,r(v-1) x 9 A
-s. -i ) u~(ri) .

4 4 C n y ~- 2a.(vti) x q ~
u~(vti)

q G i y a (x(0), . .., x(i t 1). q k
G n x i),...,x(n))

n q G n y e- 2ex(~)u„ .. (x(0), .. ., x(4 - 1). x(n), 9 t 1 A
x(q)....,x(n - 1))

n yfOkflD J (x~n),x(Q),. .,x~n-))) ~ k~ )



TaGle J(1): The Piovt Rulea of the Dy-Trian~ulation

i 9 t Y Y ~ ~T á P V k
-1 0 - a, s a x I, ., ~( n, ~ 0 n y- 1 U k- 1

1 Y t~oatl ~- Za.(p) z 9 Pl Y? k .
a~ p u~(p) u~lp)

9- -1 a r q t] Y ~
0 a r -1

-J
k

Y.(p) - ai w.(p) Pi - 1 0 y a - 2a ~(p) ~ 1,.., i n, r 0 9- 1 PI - 1 PY
k

~-, ~(p)) u'(p) I I

PY ~ 1 y s- 2s ~(p) r 1,.., T( 9, i U , 4- 1 D] - 1 D] t 1
t

~

u `íp) r .~ 1 , , , r(n ~
-

Y.(p) at w.(p) Y a- i.(o) ~ 9 PS P1
.

-a: 0 ) u~p)
0 C i Y.(:) - ak w.(:) -1 0 y a- 2a~(,) x 0, .., r i- 1, 9- 1 Pl P7

. ..
k -

~ q -,~( )) u`(~) r(i t 1),...,r(n),r(i))

-1 P~ ~ 1 y a- 2a ~(,) r 0, .., r~- 1, 9- 1 P l P4 t 1
-

k .I

u`(') r(i t 1),.. - , r(q), ~(i),
r q t 1 a(n ~

Y.(.) ~ ak w~(~) Y a-~a.(.) ~ 9 Pl P1 k

-~. , ) u.(~)
~ G Pl Y a r , .., r ~ t 1 , 9 P] PZ
-1 r i , ,r n

i- Dl Y a r 9 Pl - 1 P7 k
-1
i~ Pl Y a r.) , ... , i Pl - 1, x i, 9 P1 t 1 y7 k
-1 x(F1 ) , . - - , x(s - 1).
0 G pi r(i t 1),..., t(n))
~ q - 2
i- Pl Y t?akt] a- 2a~(,) r 9 Pl P~
0 C p] a~(,)u`(') u`(')
- -2



Table 3(2): The Piovt Rules of the Dy-T~ian
i
9

9
p C n

P
0 y

á
a

;
r VI V2 k

-2 1 a r p t P t 1

- 1
k
k

-1 PY 7 2 Y a- 2a.(v}l ) r 0, .., r 9 t 1, 9 t 1 P1 P2 - 1 Y
u~(vtl) r . r n

p ~Pl-0 Y a-2a.(v}1) r 1,r0, .. ,r4,9t - 9t1 P1 t 1 PZ - 1~v}1)
u' r9t2, .,rn

n- 1 y a - 2a (.ti) r . p Pl P7 k
u ~(.t 1)

p G i -1 0 Y a- 2a~ u' 'í.) r 0, .. r(()~ ,( 9 - 1), r(~), 4 t 1 Dl P2 kG n- r(p),...,r(~ - 1),
r i t 1 r n

Pl ~ ~ Y a- 2a~~~)u. .
, .,

( r(~), x(~),..., r(i - 1)~ 9 t 1 PI t 1 P4 k
r i t 1 , ., r n

i G 4 Y a r 0, .., r i t 1, 9 Pl P2 kt - 1 r i , ., r n

i-9t -1 Y a r 9 Pl P~-1 k

~ 1 9 Y a r 0 ,..., r p t Py - 1, 9 P1 D~ t 1tP2 - 1 r(i),r(4 t Ps),...,r(i - 1),
1 G PY G r(i i 1),...,r(n))
n - - 1
i 1 P2 t p Y a- 2a~(,)u' ~ r 9 Pl PY k
P2-n-9-1

n n Y t ot a a r n, r 0,. ., r n- 1 0 - 1 ~ t 1 k t 1



If

Let a simplex of the Kz-triangulation, a- Iíz(y, a), be given with vertices
y-',yo y" We wish to obtain the simplex of the líz-triangulation, ó-
ICz(y, á), such that all vertices of a are also vertices of ó except the vertex
y'. Table 1 shows how j and ir depend on y, a and i.

Ni~xt, Ic.t o- J.!(y,a,s), be a sirnplex of the Jz-triangulation with ver-
tices y-' yu y" Suppose that we want to obtain the simplex of the Jz-
triangulation, ó- Jz(y, á, s), such that all vertices of a are also vertices of Q
exccpt the vertex y'. 'I'able 2 shows how j, á and s depend on y, ~r, s and á.

Finally, let a simplex of the Dz-triangualtion, a- Dz(y, ~r,s,pl,pz), be
given with vertices y-', yo, ... , y". If we want to obtain a simplex of the
Dz-triangulation, ó- Dz(y, á, s, p~, p~), such that all vertices of o are also
vertices of v except the vertex y', tlien Table 3 shows how y, ~r, s, pr and pz
depned on y, n, s, pl, pz and á.

In these tables,

yo - 2-(ktil and y - (yi,yz,...,y")T
and

yo - 2-(kti) and y - (yr,yz,...,yn)T.

5 The Comparison of Triangulations for Sim-
plicial Homotopy Algorithms

Let H" denote the set H" -{x E R" ~ 0 G x; G 2 for i- 1, 2, ..., n} . Let
ao - 1 and a denote 1~~30.

Theorem 5.1. The number of simplices of the liz-triangulation and one of
the Jz-triangulation in the set [2-', 1] x H" are both equal to pn(a), where

~ r(1 - a"ti)2"n!I(1 - o) ~f Qo ~ 1
p"( )- Sl (n f 1)2"n! otherwise.

The number of simplices of the Dz-triangulation in the set [2-1, 1] x H" is
equal to q"(o), where

qn(~) - Zn ~ (amcn dmdn-m)
m-0



1'l

where

di-j-l-j(J-1)f---fj(j-1)...4.3i-2
for j~ 2, do - d, - 1, and C~ - n!~m!(n - m)!.

Proof. Let Q denote the set

Q-{wER"~w;E{0,1,2} fori-l,2,...,n}.

Take w E Q. Let A(w) denotethe set

A(w)- xER"~
w'-lCx'Cw;~lforiElo(w)and
x; - w; for i E I~(w) }

and let B(w) denote the set

-~ x; - w; for i E lo(w) and ~
B(w) xER"~ w;Gx;cw;~lforiEl~(w)andw;-0

w;-1 Cx;Cw;foriEl~(w)andw;-2

Let D(w) denote the set

D(w) - convexhull {({1} x A(w)) U({2-'} x B(w))}.

Then it is obvious that

[2-~,1~ x H" - UwE~D(w).

Let m denote the number of elements in 1~(w). Then there are 2mC~
elernents in Q such that m components of each of them are even. Thus the
numbers ot simplices of the Kz-triangulation and of the J.1-triangulation in
the set UwE~,II~~w~1-mD(w) are both equal to

2m2n-mQmCn m!(n - m)!.

The number of simplices of the D2-triangulation in the same set is equal to

2m2n-mQ'm~in (jm(!n-m.

Since
Um-o(UwEG,I~.(w)1-mD(w)) - I2-', 1~ x Hn.
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the theorem follows immediately.

Theorem 5.2. When n~ 3, y„(a) G p„(a). As n gces to infinity,
q„(a)~p„(a) converges to some number p such that p G e- 2.

Proof. The conclusion is obvious, the proof is omitted.

From Theorem 5.2, we have that the number of simplices of the Dz-
triangulation is the smallest of ones of these triangulations for simplicial
homotopy algorithms. The author conjectures that the average directional
density of the D2-triangulation is the smallest of ones of these triangulations.
For details on the average directional density of a triangulation, we refer to
Todd [14].
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